Optical technologies have undergone dramatic changes and revolutionary advances in the past decades. A strong push from high-volume mobile device production and laser material processing technologies combined with nano-technological support available from semiconductor industries led to photo and video cameras and laser devices with unprecedented performance at small overall dimensions. We may compare the evolution of micro-optics with that of personal computers, as originally simplifi ed devices, which later had far overperformed monster computer systems.
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Micro-and nano-structuring of optical surfaces with diffractive and other photonics structures seems to be one of the major factors for latest breakthroughs in optical systems. However, there is a gap between classical optical design oriented towards fabrication and simulation of fi ne diffractive structures suitable for academic research. This topical issue makes an attempt to bridge the gap between the industrial and academic communities by providing publications of interdisciplinary and joint interest, written by experts from both industry and academia.
The tutorial by H. Zappe represents micro-optics as not just " small optics " but as a bunch of novel technologies and optical components. The review by R. Voelkel and the paper by A.J. Waddie et al. discuss wafer-based and photonic crystal fi ber-based technologies for the fabrication of micro-optics, unparalleled in conventional opto-mechanical production. Generalization of multilayer optical coating towards multiple diffractive and waveguide layers is studied in the paper by T. Saastamoinen et al. Applications of diffractive optics and computer-generated holograms are discussed in the review by J. Rosen et al., in the review by T.R.M. Sales, and the paper by M. Hillenbrand et al. Quality control of various optical elements by modern interferometry is reviewed by R. Smythe. The papers of this topical issue discuss and address such practically important examples of micro-optics and diffractive optics as engineered light diffusers, beam and pupil shaping, hybrid and refractive elements for sensors of proximity, distances and wall thicknesses, holograms of three-dimensional objects, micro-optics for endoscopes, ophthalmology, smart phones, fi ber communication networks and projection lithography. 
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